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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

Hello again my amazing LRB readers!

Wow, is it really already the time of year to dust off our boots, sweaters, and flannels?! I feel like sum-
mer was just here, but you know what? I’m not sad about it. Fall and winter, while signifying the time 
of warmth and pumpkin spice anything, also bring about the time for change. Good and bad, it’s the 
time of year we contemplate what’s happened to us and what’s waiting for us in the future. I think 
that’s what makes this the most beautiful time of year. That coupled with the fact that people tend to 
dress better and try harder with their looks, which to my eyes is a breath of fresh air and a welcome 
sight.

This issue in particular we’re titling, FW Story, and I bet you’re wondering why.  Well like I said be-
fore, tis the season of change and reflection. So here at LRB we’re encouraging you to rewrite your 
Fall/Winter story. We’re putting a twist on the seasons this year, and we want to encourage you to 
switch it up. This isn’t your parents’ fall and winter, it’s YOURS, which is why we whipped up some 
tools to help you.  

Nouveau Romantics is about giving you the inspo you need to turn autumn and winter on its head. 
Our beauty spread, “P.S. You Love Me,” is about taking your favorite hues from summer and keeping 
them just as beautiful for the colder months. We’re also gifting you articles about things you want 
and need: graphic tees, fashion shows, and food. Perfect presents for our favorite fashion forward 
readers, right?

Take this moment to close your eyes and visualize what this season means to you and where you 
want it to go. You’re the only person that can manifest what you want it to be. Time’s up! Do you 
have in mind what you want? Great, now go make it happen! Pro-tip: make it fun and exciting and 
always keep it original.

Happy Holidays readers, I’ll see you in the next issue!

XO Kiersten
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GRAPHIC
CONTENT
AHEAD...
by Lexus Marion

Say it loud and proud with graphic tees 
that let everyone know how you feel.

Future State Special Lady Tee 
(Urban Outfitters) $29

I’ve got friends Tee 
(ban.do.com) $40



I’ll Bite Tee 
(nastygal.com) $30

Black No Chance For Romance T-shirt 
(missguidedus.com) $26

Come Together Tee 
(nastygal.com) $30

little red book
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FDSA X BOLD
ultraviolet fashion show

by Nakyra Milner

The University of Georgia’s illustrious Fashion Design 
Student Association (FDSA) hosted their annual fall 
upcycling fashion show in partnership with BOLD 
Modeling Agency on November 2nd. It was everything 
we could’ve ever imagined. The Ultraviolet Fashion Show 
irrevocably embodied its namesake, ultraviolet, starting 
with the venue. The production was hosted at the Lamar 
Dodd School of Art in the passageway adjacent to the 
first-floor atrium. The awesome, and definitely unique, 
part about the venue was that FDSA hung black curtains 
that completely encompassed the runway and guest 
seating—absolutely no outside lighting penetrated the 
curtains, making the runway (initially) pitch black. They 
also placed long rods of blacklights on the ground, 
illuminating the model’s path, as well as tall lamps 
adorned with additional blacklights that illuminated the 
runway with its deep-indigo hue.

Now to the meat and potatoes. This particular show 
marked the biggest runway FDSA had ever hosted to 
date, with twenty-four designers and over fifty models. To 
add a little more pizzazz to an already dazzling show, and 
due to all of the blacklights, all of the designs and some 
of models’ bodies glowed while gracing the runway 
with their presence.  Many designs even included this 
transformative factor, where they looked a certain way 
under normal lighting, but mildly transformed into a 
new look under the blacklighting. Such a look was one 
designed by Blake Morris where the white button-up 
shirt transformed from being just that—a white button-
up shirt with light splashes and lines of neon colors, to 
a shirt with an electric explosion of neon-colored fire. 
With the theme having a rave-inspired background, 
many designers chose to take advantage of that in their 

designs, just like a look featuring a bejeweled, lime green 
bodysuit designed by Nathan Batra and modeled by 
Zoe Ambrosetti. Other designers, in contrast, adopted a 
slightly more avant-garde perspective, like the structured, 
white rose jacket modeled by Jonelle Castillo and 
designed by Nakyra Milner.

Rave inspiration could also be seen in the hair and 
makeup of the models. Space buns, braided features, 
lots of volume, and glitter were very popular in the 
hair category. When speaking of makeup, bright blues, 
purples, pinks, and greens were heavily utilized for 
the eyes. In addition, multicolored glitter and sequins 
appropriately took the place of highlight or strobing 
along the upper cheekbones, while the lips either took 
on a simpler, glossy look or a darker, more colorful 
and rich vibe. Once again, paying homage to its rave 
background, there was a great deal of skin shown, via 
crop tops, decorative brassieres, and ultra miniskirts for 
the chicas, and sculpted, bare chests for the guys. But 
who’s really complaining?

The FDSA X BOLD Ultraviolet Fashion Show was truly 
a sensational experience, from its black-encompassed 
runway with indigo blacklighting, to the sassiness and 
fierceness of the models, and, of course, to the awe-
inspiring designs created by the members of FDSA. 
Each and every look to grace the runway was just so 
exceptional and unique that it is difficult to describe 
them in a way that truly captures its beauty and splendor. 
We absolutely cannot wait to see what FDSA has in store 
for their spring fashion show in 2018. We know that 
whatever they present will be ultra-fabulous!
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Dressing Up
& Going Out

by Vanessa Vassileva

Fall is one of the two major times per year when the 
biggest designers unleash hundreds of pieces of 
clothing. Inspiration is flowing across the globe. The fall 
fashion shows are wild with their extravagant ideas and 
concepts. Cashmere sweaters paired with poufy A-line 
skirt combos (see Karlie Kloss in Brandon Maxwell, NYFW 
2017) and fur and yellow plaid looks from Marc Jacobs 
(for all you Mean Girls fans out there). But as college 
students, it is understandably difficult to find an occasion 
to wear tall, white, over-the-knee boots with an oversized 
pink fur coat (a fire hazard for bio class probably— not a 
good call), even for a formal or semiformal sorority event. 
While a look at the runways will show you that it’s not all 
about sweaters, jeans, and booties, it is difficult to strike 
the perfect balance between high fashion and daily life. 
And that’s what we, here at Little Red Book, decided 
to focus on in this: encouraging and inspiring you all 
through the looks we picked for our editorial spread. 

In the past we have played it moderately safe and 
chosen looks that were typical of the college life here at 
the University of Georgia. These looks you could easily 
picture yourself in, even if it was a little stretch of the 
imagination. But this go ‘round, we decided the issue 
was to be a step outside of the norm. While you may 
not picture yourself wearing the exact same outfits that 

we have styled in the pages of this issue, we encourage 
you to take the pieces that you like individually and 
style them in in your own way Fashion is personal, so 
take a stance on these garments and look at them from 
your perspective in relation to your life. This issue was 
an opportunity to get you thinking— an opportunity to 
catch your attention. Use this issue as an inspiration 
to mix colors, patterns, and textures. Wear the pink 
sparkly bodysuit with flowing pants and a sweater for 
the weekend— who’s stopping you? Be confident in your 
choice to wear the sequined pink miniskirt for a night out. 
Throw on that white oversized fluffy coat on the way to 
class— people may do a double take, but that’s because 
you look good. Instead of wearing a white sweater and 
jeans for a chilly day, think about wearing a chunky 
knit in a bold color. Substitute a boring hoodie with a 
blazer and textured sweater. Throw on an oversized 
shawl with a jean jacket and a nice pair of sweats. Small 
tweaks like these in your daily outfits can spice up your 
style drastically— it’s all about the details. And as with 
all things, confidence is key. Take these tips, make them 
yours, and implement them enough to where you are 
comfortable. Wear your outfits with conviction. Walk with 
your head high. Take a cue from the fall runways, but 
don’t let them discourage you— the only person holding 
you back is yourself. 
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Karlie Kloss in Brandon Maxwell. 
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This season we redefined romance. More than just lace and ruf-
fles, we added sequin and tulle to the mix, pairing unexpected 
textures to create fun and flirty looks that are perfect for a night 
out, whether you are with your friends or that special someone.

photography by Vanessa Vassileva
stying by Lexus Marion & Vanessa Vassileva

hair & makeup by Alondra Garcia
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LEFT: EMMA HOFFMAN
Sequin top: Dynamite
Skirt: Pitaya

RIGHT: JOANNA SZYMONIK
Coat: Pitaya
Bodysuit: Dynamite
Sequin skirt: Dynamite
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Coat: Pitaya
Jumpsuit: Pitaya
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Top: Impeccable Pig
Skirt: Pitaya
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LEFT: KAYLA CHANDEL
Blouse: fab’rik

Pants: fab’rik

RIGHT:
Trench coat: Pitaya

Sequin top: Dynamite
Skirt: Pitaya
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Jacket: Impeccable Pig
Cami: Dynamite
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LEFT:
Coat: Pitaya

RIGHT:
Dress: Pitaya
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Sweater: Pitaya
Skirt: fab’rik
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Dress for
Success

by Vanessa Vassileva

Recently I attended a lecture on how to dress 
professionally for a job interview. We were 
told that we should all wear black pencil skirts, 
white dress shirts, black blazers, white pearls 
(necklace + earring set, no other jewelry), a 
black bag, and black flats. If everyone in the 
room that this was told to followed the same 
advice and had the same resume, who would 
get the job? While this is a reliable and safe 
way to dress for an interview, how would you 
stand apart from the other interviewees vying 
for the same spot? Consider the interviewer: 
they have probably seen a resume like yours 
a couple of times, just with a different face 
attached. They have probably talked to so 
many people who want the job equally as 
bad as you do. When all the playing fields are 
leveled, who is going to get the job?

Before even saying a word, your clothing 
speaks for you. First impressions are very 
important, that’s why dressing well is 

important, regardless of the job you are 
aiming to get. This being said, standing apart 
is crucial. Thought, time, and energy should be 
put into choosing your look. 
A sharp and stylish outfit is a great way to be 
remembered from an interview. Obviously, stay 
inside the bounds of appropriate interview 
wear: loose fitting pants or a mid-length skirt, a 
blazer, and flats or a low heel. However, there 
is lots of room to play with these boundaries. 
Dressing for an interview must be approached 
with creativity, even if it is just with wearing 
interesting jewelry. Shoes also can be toyed 
with, such as lace-up pointed flats or simple 
loafers. Try a tie-neck blouse instead of a white 
dress shirt. Or try a blazer with contrasting 
piping instead of straight black. You’re 
different and you are not afraid to show it, 
and this sends a strong positive message to 
potential employers.
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winter  spice  and
everything nice

,       ,

by Katherine Sauceda

The final leaves of autumn fall from their tree branches, leaving them 
bare. The occasional couple holds each other close in the hopes of 
keeping warm as they walk in the snow, the wind biting at their cheeks. 
Sitting wrapped up in your favorite, cozy blanket by the fireplace. It’s 
finally winter. There is something we can all relate to in the wintertime: 
food. Winter is one of those few times a year where we go home and our 
families stuff us to the brim with food. We eat it happily because we’re 
glad it’s a break from the midnight runs to Taco Bell. There is nothing 
like a good home cooked meal and fresh desserts. What if you could 
have that feeling all the time this winter? Here are some recipes that 
will be sure to give you that cozy, delightful feeling without the hassle.
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ENTRÉE

Spicy Veggie Bean Chili (Vegan Friendly)
Serving Size: 5

Ingredients:
1/3 cup vegetable broth  

- (or 1 tablespoon olive oil, for sautéing)

1 onion, diced

¼ of a jalapeño, finely diced (optional)

3 cloves of garlic, minced

1 bell pepper, any color, diced

1 zucchini, diced

2 15 oz. cans of black beans, drained and rainsed

1 28 oz. can of diced tomatoes

1 cup vegetable broth or water (or more as needed, 

depending on your consistency preference)

1 cup cooked quinoa (or millet/ brown rice)

Spice Blend

1.5 tablespoons chili powder

2 teaspoons cumin

1.5 teaspoons paprika

1/3 teaspoon cinnamon 

Salt and pepper, to taste

Fresh juice from 1/2 lime

Avocado, for topping

Cilantro, for topping

Instructions:
1. In a large pot, heat veggie broth/oil on medium-high 

heat and sauté onion, jalapeño and garlic, for about 
three minutes. 

2. Add bell pepper and zucchini. Sauté for about three 
to four minutes or until soft. 

3. Add in black beans, tomatoes, vegetable broth/
water, quinoa and the spice blend. 

4. Bring to a boil and then reduce heat to simmer for 10 
minutes. 

5. Top with avocado and cilantro.

Invite friends over for tasty chili and enjoy!

DESSERT

Gingerbread Hot Chocolate
Serving Size: 2

Ingredients:
3 tablespoon cocoa powder

3-4 tablespoons light brown sugar, add to taste

Pinch of salt

1/2 teaspoon ground ginger 

1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon

1/4 ground allspice

1/8 teaspoon ground nutmeg

2 cups milk

1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract

Mini marshmallows/gingerbread men/whipped cream,  

to serve, optional 

Instructions:
1. Place the cocoa powder, sugar, salt and spices into a 

medium sized pan and whisk together briefly.
2. Turn the heat on low-medium and then gradually add 

the milk, whisking as you go, until there are no lumps 
of cocoa powder in the mixture.

3. Bring to a simmer, being careful not to boil, stirring 
frequently. 

4. Divide between two mugs and top with whipped 
cream/marshmallows, if desired.

5. Serve with a gingerbread man cookie and enjoy!
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{P.S. You 
Love Me}

photography by Olivia Fields
makeup by Antanay Goode

model: Ariel Bowen

Pink and purple are perfect for summer…so why not winter 
and fall?  We’re taking you through a whole day of looks: 

casual morning, to a busy afternoon, then ending on an ex-
citing night.  With these make-up looks you’ll have anyone 

blushing (it won’t just be because it’s chilly out).
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DATE NIGHT
how to do

like a YouTube MUA
by Lexus Marion

SASSY & BOLD
Jackie Aina
Huda Beauty Rose Gold Palette Review + Tutorial

In this video Jackie tries out the Huda Beauty palette for the first 
time to create a dreamy golden look perfect for fall and winter. 
She also tries out other Huda Beauty products and gives an 
honest review of the popular brand! 

Sweet Version: Poppin Peach Tutorial + La Bronze Highlight

UPDATED CLASSIC
Leyla Rose 
DATE NIGHT MAKEUP, OUTFIT & HAIR! - Valentines Day 2017

Leyla revamps a classic look with a neutral matte eye and red lip 
with plenty of dimension. Need more than just makeup inspo? 
Leyla pairs her makeup with sleek hair and all black outfit for the 
perfect low-key date look. 

Love “No Makeup” Makeup? Watch: “No Makeup” Makeup  
Tutorial | Drugstore | AD 

32
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These YouTubers are experts at creating flawless looks, 
from super glam to understated beauty. The following 

videos will show you how to slay your special occasion, 
no matter what look you’re going for!

FOR THE DARING
Nikkie Tutorials 
GLITTER CUT-CREASE LINER & Glowy Spring Makeup Tutorial

This look by NikkieTutorials is best for those who have basic 
makeup down pat and are ready to take their makeup game to the 
next level. This graphic cut crease will definitely turn heads with 
electric orange and shimmery gold. Keep lips and face nude and 
natural to make the eyes really pop! 

How to Make It All Last: How To Get Flawless Makeup All Day Long! 

HUSTLE & GLOW
Mac_Daddy 
Effortless, Golden & Glowy Makeup Tutorial | Mac Daddyy |  
Angel Merino

Angel Merino is an up and coming male MUA who believes more is 
more when it comes to a great highlight. This tutorial is perfect for 
anyone who wants to shine bright. 

Balling on a Budget: Full Face Using Drugstore Makeup |  
Mac Daddyy | Angel Merino
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The Leader Board: 
Trends to Adopt for Any 

trendsetter
by Kiersten Fryer

WOMEN’S TRENDS

FASHION SOCKS WITH SUMMER PLATFORMS

Strappy summer sandals won’t have to die with the drop in temperature.  
Like this look from Burberry, pattern socks of any design can really take a 
look to the next level by giving it a twist!

SWEATERS WITH KIMONOS

Any fluffy sweater can be upgraded with a kimono 
you’ve had in your closet for the past two summers.  

Any length is great, and if you really want to stick with 
the season, find one with lace, suede, or velvet accents 
like this one from Impeccable Pig right here in Athens!

BUCKET HATS

Hats are an all-season 
staple, which means, 
yes, bucket hats count 
too. Keep it solid or 
go all out with a print 
or mix material hat for 
added trendiness.

aliexpress.com

burberry.com



MEN’S TRENDS

CROP SWEATERS OVER BUTTON DOWNS

A simple button down can be taken to a chic new level, 
by throwing a crop sweater over it.  Yes, crop tops for 
men are back so embrace it! I hear trendsetter bells 
ringing...along with Santa’s sleigh.

DUSTERS AND OVERCOATS

Nothing says swoon worthy more than a nice outfit paired 
with a trendy duster or stylish overcoat. Here’s an example 
of a Camel colored one from ASOS.

TIP: invest in one, guys, and then slow catwalk to your lady 
love…she’ll appreciate it

PAJAMA SHIRTS

If you’re bored 
with just regular 

button downs, 
go for a Pajama 

inspired shirt.  
Usually they’re 

made of slick 
material that’s the 

perfect blend of 
comfort and style

little red book
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(Sanha Yoon from ASTRO, at Mcountdown)

Hermes

asos.com
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S MOONSHOT’S LIP FEAT &

PANTONE ULTRAVIOLET

“I have two favorites this 
month. Why? Because I’m 
Editor in Chief and I like to 
bend the rules.  My first is 
Moonshot’s from their Lip 
Feat collection, “The Red” 
red lipstick. Lip Feat is a 
color-rich lipstick collection 
that is inspired by four 
different music genres-
electronic, hip hop, modern 
rock, and acoustic. And 
trust me when I say, this red 
is striking chords for any 
holiday party for me! “

“My other favorite is 
Pantone’s color of the year 
2018: Ultraviolet!  What kind 
of EiC would I be if I didn’t 
make sure my readers were 
hip to the color that is going 
to define 2018?  It also 
doesn’t hurt that it’s also my 
favorite color so win-win!”

— Kiersten, Editor-in-Chief

LOVE STORY  
BY CHLOE

“One of the best 
perfumes I have ever 
had, the perfect fall/

winter scent!”

— Vanessa Vassileva, 
Photography Editor

fragrantica.com

moonshot-cosmetics.com, $30

pantone.com
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LACE UP EVERYTHING

“I’ve been completely obsessed 
with the lace-up/ corset trend 

since the summer, and it shows 
no signs of stopping soon! 

Whether its lattice details on the 
side of skirts, tie front tops, or 

corset bodice dresses, I think the 
lace-up trend is super versatile, 

adding flair to basic tees and 
making night out dresses super 

sexy! My favorite look is this 
Longline Corset T-Shirt from 

Topshop. Pair it with a leather 
skirt and thigh high boots for 
a “supermodel off duty” type 

look.”

— Lexus, Senior Fashion Editor

DENIM, DENIM, DENIM! 

“This year I’ve been completely obsessed with denim, 
specifically jean jackets. I looked in a lot of stores 
because I wanted that oversized, boyfriend denim 
vibe, which I highly recommend. You can style it in so 
many different ways, from leggings to dresses. If you 
are wanting to hop on this trend, I firmly believe you 
should try and find a jean jacket that is comfortable 
AND the right wash. You will not believe how many 
times I have found a jacket that is totally cute but 
not the right wash for me. It can be a long journey of 
raiding stores, but it’s worth it!”

— Katherine, Writing Editor
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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR

Happy Spring Summer issue everyone! Wow, I cannot believe that this semester has flown by so quickly.  
As you may or may not have noticed, this issue is a bit thicker than normal.  Well dear readers, this will 
be my final magazine with you. So, we thought let’s make it a special one. Welcome to your Year Long 
Special Issue! We are so excited about bringing you the absolute best (and my personal favorite) maga-
zine we’ve done so far.

The Spring Summer section of our special issue is titled, “Icon Accidental.” Inspired by a video I came 
across earlier this year of Lyn Slater, a woman in her 60s living her best, most fashion forward life. You’ll 
find out about Lyn in an article later, but it was her essence that got my mind turning over what the 
theme of this issue should be: being unapologetically yourself. Little Red Book prides itself on giving 
our readers the most current and thought-provoking content, which means inspiring the creativity in 
you, our readers. Becoming your own icon is neither hard nor impossible. With “Icon Accidental” we 
want you to learn the simplest of ways to take what you already have and be the inspiration for others to 
be the best they can be.

The articles are everything you need to take your spring/summer feels to the next level. Need to know 
how to land your dream internship? We got it. Want to give your current looks an upgrade?  Check 
out “Buy A Jacket + Save The Ocean” and our fashion spread “Vintage Vibes”. For your beauty needs, 
find out how to get the perfect skin, and try something new with some unexpected hues in our beauty 
spread, “Beachcomber.”

What we aimed for with this issue in particular was pushing the fact that you don’t have to become a 
whole new person to be inspiring. Knowing who you are and being secure in that makes you an icon. 
Whether that be on purpose…or accidentally.

It’s been the most wonderful and rewarding three years being the Editor-in-Chief of the Little Red Book. 
I’ve learned so much about myself, my team, my college, and most of all YOU, our lovely readers. Please 
continue to support LRB with your love and readership. And also continue to spread the word about this 
amazing publication. Happy spring and summer, and for the last time:

Stay Fashionable,

XOXO Kiersten
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buy a jacket
+

save the ocean
by Vanessa Vassileva

I have always said that if I wasn’t so in love 
with fashion, art, and design so deeply I 
would be doing something beneficial for the 
environment. However, lucky me didn’t really 
have to choose...

I am a freshman Marketing and Fashion 
Merchandising double major here at the 
University of Georgia. I went to a visual 
and performing arts high school where 
I participated in creating garments for a 
fashion show each year and was constantly 
sketching, drawing, or thinking of something 
related to this art form in school as well as 
holding a creatively-based internship at a 
local leather working goods company in my 
hometown my senior year. When I started 
looking for a job this semester, my goal 
was to find a locally based company whose 
design aesthetic I would mesh well with, a 
place where I would truly love what I was 

doing and be able to get involved and help 
build the brand in whatever way I could. 
After scouting out and about and around 
Athens for hands on companies to work for, 
I realized I was going to have to start my 
own small business to encapsulate all of the 
specific traits that I was looking for. So I did, 
while also tripping into a new perspective of 
the fashion industry as a whole.

As the fashion cycle moves so rapidly 
and fluidly, it is easy to get caught up in 
new trends without considering the mass 
environmental destruction that occurs within 
the production of garments in the fashion 
industry. On a global scale, people around 
the world collectively consume 80 billion+ 
items of new clothing each year. It is our job 
as consumers to upcycle and recycle when 
possible, as we only have one Earth.
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Our oceans are hit particularly hard by the 
fashion industry, with increasing amounts of 
oil and fossil fuels being used to transport 
increasingly higher numbers of clothing from 
place to place. Even on land, industrial and 
agricultural runoff (including the dyes that 
leak into the water systems and the water 
used to produce the textiles for the articles 
of clothing themselves) contribute to nearly 
half of all ocean pollution.

This being said, I decided to combine 
my eye for collage, my business geared 
brain, and my passion for sustainability 
to produce upcycled denim jackets for 
resale. Each denim jacket has been found 
or thrifted, washed, patched up, cared for, 
and reinvented to prepare it for its new life. 
Every garment is one of a kind, handmade, 
individually designed, and hand stitched 
with special attention to detail. The majority 
of the materials used were found at thrift 
stores and they’re all sewn together with 

silver thread so you’ll always have a silver 
lining of sorts even on the worst of days.

In addition, I have decided to donate 10% of 
every sale on my site (and 25% of every sale 
of a sticker) to Greenpeace, an organization 
working to preserve deep sea life and 
protect/rid our oceans of pollution. These 
are the people who started the “Save the 
Whales” campaign and have made strides in 
oceanic restoration.

I think it’s truly our duty as inhabitants of this 
planet to do our parts in the conservation of 
the Earth in whatever ways we can. This is a 
team effort, and the time to act is now.

Moral of the story? If you don’t like 
something, make a change. Buy a jacket and 
save a whale today! 

Link: www.etsy.com/shop/
VSQUAREDDESIGNSTUDIO
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WE’RE ALL MAD HERE
sma fashion show

by Nakyra Milner

The Student Merchandising Association’s 
most recent philanthropic fashion show, We’re 
All Mad Here, was a wonderfully whimsical 
spectacle to behold, fit for both Alice and 
the Queen of Hearts. The event was a part 
of UGA Fashion Week on Wednesday, 
February 21, 2018, and was held downtown 
at Graduate Athens in their foundry space. 
Where the Student Merchandising Association 
(SMA) really earned the majority of their 
praises was in the fact that they seamlessly 
incorporated the whimsical, psychedelic, Alice 
In Wonderland theme into both the venue 
and the stylistic elements of the fashion show. 
Let’s start this party by looking at the venue, 
shall we?

We’re All Mad Here, as said before, took place 
at Graduate Athens’ foundry space, which 
provided a very cozy, intimate ambiance what 
with the soft, warm lighting. However, there 
was a lack of seating, but the (excess) guests—
including myself—all just crowded around 
standing tables provided for them. I’d like to 
think of us as fashionable sardines. Décor-
wise, the events committee of SMA definitely 
deserved an A+. There was a raised runway in 
the center of the event space for the models 
to do their thang, but on either side of the 
beginning runway were these groups of 
colorful, multi-height, crafted mushrooms. 
There were strings of rainbow-ordered, 
origami butterflies hung above the stage with 
Alice in Wonderland’s iconic intricate clock 

faces joining in on their flight. Additionally, 
the committee had paper tea cups and tea 
pots hanging from the chandeliers. To top it 
all off, they hung a beautifully-made rendition 
of the Mad Hatter’s green hat placed over the 
entrance of the raised catwalk. 

Before we get to fun part (i.e. the fashion part), 
I’ll briefly speak about the models’ hair and 
makeup. For hair, there were a lot of half-up 
half-down dos, but each model had their own 
version of the style; some were curlier than 
others and some straighter, some sleeker than 
others and some messier. I saw a good bit of 
different braided features being incorporated 
into the hairstyles. Slight curls/waves and 
messy ponytails were also go-to hairstyles for 
the show. The makeup for the show was a bit 
odd; forgive me if I’m wrong, but it appeared 
that some of the (female) models had their 
makeup done but others didn’t. But this is not 
to say that female models absolutely have 
to have their makeup on and popping. Plus, 
they could’ve had their makeup done, they 
may have just opted for a more natural look. 
Either way, the looks were very rich, with a 
lot of bold colors. The go-to element that I 
saw were red/vampy lips; one model actually 
had heart-shape lips as seen on the Queen 
of hearts—it was super cool. The models had 
a light shimmer along the cheekbones, and 
there were some male models with makeup 
on too! 
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Now off to down the rabbit hole—to the 
fashion! Now, there is no particular order to 
any of this, and neither of these following 
features were used any more than any of 
the other features used. The majority of the 
following things I’m going to talk about 
are just different elements that I noticed 
in a particular look sent down the runway. 
There were a chambray midi dress that was 
paired with a pair of snake-printed boots 
that were absolutely to die for hunty! There 
was also these metallic flatform sandals and 
these chunky ankle booties that were oh so 
deserving of my love and affection should I 
be able to locate those beauties. And to the 
guy (male model) wearing that gray fur vest, 
call me. To try to simplify all those amazing 
looks put together by SMA’s gorgeous styling 
committee, overall there were a lot of rich 
floral prints; relaxed fits accompanied by a 
few tapered waists; a couple of pinstripes; 
ruffles and frills everywhere; some cute 
oxfords; an amazing mixture of soft and bold 
colors; distressed denim; lots of pleating; a 
few velour/velvet pieces; and even this dark 
romance feel, with this stead use of dark 
sheers, lace, and rich florals. Altogether, there 
was a lot of different things going on with 
the styling, but it was so intricately-done, 
interesting, and just so well-done that there 
are absolutely no complaints from me!

But wait, there’s more! In addition to the 
actual fashion show, SMA also consisted of 
a trunk show preceding the fashion show, 
and then a dance performance during the 
intermission. The trunk show was such a cool 

add-on to the event. Different boutiques and 
fashion entrepreneurs from the Athens area 
came to the trunk show and setup their own 
booths for guests to look around and shop for 
some cute merchandise! In attendance were 
Entourage, Money Honey, Georgia Gypsy, and 
UGA’s Couture a la Cart. There was a lot of 
bohemian-esque jewelry being sold, but the 
merchandise overall was very trendy but with 
a southern, Georgia, flair. Also at the trunk 
show was a bar (*wink, wink*). They served 
both alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks, and 
guests were actually given one free drink 
with the purchase of their event ticket. The 
dance performance during the intermission 
was done by Counterpoint Dance Company. 
Though I’m not expert in this matter, they 
put on this Alice in Wonderland ballet-style 
performance. At first, I was a bit worried 
about the logistics of this dance, but it was 
successfully and beautifully executed by all 
the dancers; it was amazing to see how they 
managed to choreograph a dance that was to 
be done on a raised stage that couldn’t have 
been more than about seven feet wide. 

The Student Merchandising Association’s 
“We’re All Mad Here” philanthropic fashion 
show was an awe-inspiring event to behold. 
Kudos to all the committees in SMA that 
helped to put this shindig together, and 
kudos to everyone who was in attendance; 
they really made the event more special. 
Even though we’re all mad here, this event 
definitely helped us to see that it’s okay, 
because all the best people are. 
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VINTAGE 
VIBES

photography by Olivia Fields
styling by Lexus Marion

This semester we were inspired by the care-free and fun 
vibes of the 70s and 60s. As the temperature rises, reach 
for patterned shorts, denim, and bralettes of every kind. 
Whether your style is casual romantic or sporty tomboy, 

there is plenty of style inspiration for everyone this summer.
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LEFT: EMMA MCCONNELL
Top: Pitaya
Pants: Dynamite
Glasses: Dynamite

RIGHT: DESTINY MARTIN
Top: fab’rik
Glasses: Dynamite
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Necklace: fab’rik
Jacket, bralette, and shorts owned by model
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Top: fab’rik
Pants: Pitaya
Bralette: Dynamite
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LEFT: UCHECHI OHANU
Dress: fab’rik
Blouse: fab’rik

RIGHT:
Bodysuit: Pitaya
Shorts: Dynamite
Necklace: fab’rik
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Top: Pitaya
Shorts: Dynamite

Top: Pitaya
Jeans owned by model



LEFT:
Dress: fab’rik

RIGHT:
Dress: Pitaya
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How to Score a 
fashion internship

by Lexus Marion

For many of us, working in fashion is the ultimate dream job, but it can be hard figuring out 
where those opportunities for entry-level positions lie. This handy guide will help you plan 
out all the necessary steps to successfully landing an internship in the business of fashion. 

1. RESEARCH

Now that you know you want to work in fashion, it’s time 
to figure out what that actually means. Research all you 
can about the different companies and brands that offer 
internships. Keep a list of all the places you find, even if 
they seem out of reach or not your style, it’s important to 
keep a note of all the opportunities available. 

2. FIGURE OUT YOUR FUNCTIONAL AREA

Now that you have a few brands in mind, it’s time to 
figure out what job best suits you. Although all fashion is 
about clothes at the end of the day, a design/ illustration 
internship is very different from a corporate internship, 
and a retail internship. Figure out which area interests 
you most, and what requirements and skills best align 
with you. 

3. TAILOR YOUR COURSEWORK TO  
   MATCH SKILLS EMPLOYERS WANT

It’s good practice to begin your internship search several 
months before the start date, that way you can begin 
talking to your advisor about taking courses that best 
prepare you for the internship you want. Even if you 
aren’t a fashion merchandising major, there are many 

merchandising/ textile courses open to non-majors. 
If you’re shooting for an internship with a buyer or 
corporate side of the business, lower level business 
courses that involve Excel and business math are a 
great way to show employers you are comfortable with 
working in the more logistical side of fashion. 

4. KEEP UP TO DATE WITH  
   NETWORKING EVENTS ON CAMPUS 

This is a great chance to speak first hand with recruiters 
who go through applications and find out what they look 
for on a resume. Also, consider joining a program that 
prepares students for interviews and holds their own 
networking events. These are generally difficult to get 
into, but well worth the work if they frequently partner 
with a company you want to work for. 

5. APPLY EVERYWHERE

While it’s important to put a lot of time and research 
into your top choices, it’s also important not to limit 
yourself. Even if you believe you’re unqualified for a 
certain position, go for it! Companies will often interview 
candidates who don’t meet all the requirements if they 
feel that person could still be a good fit. 



6. PREPARE FOR INTERVIEWS  
   WITH STAR EXAMPLES 

Interviewing can be intense, but before anxiety sets in, 
remember that the interviewer just wants to know you 
better, and this is a great time to expound upon all the 
great things listed in your resume. First-round interviews 
are usually behavioral interviews where the Interviewer 
will ask “tell a time when…”. Using the STAR Method 
(Situation, Task, Action, Result) plan out answers ahead of 
time for common questions. Using the STAR method will 
help you fully flesh out your answer while keeping you 
from rambling and going off topic. 

7. FOLLOW UP

Always follow up an interview with a thank you card, 
or email if the interview is not done in person. A lot of 
recruiters appreciate candidates who make an effort to 
personally thank them, and this is another way to stand 
out amongst the many applicants vying for the same 
position. 

8. ACCEPTING AN OFFER

So, you have received an offer, but it’s not from your 
top pick. Whether you want to wait and see if another 
company will offer you an internship or if you want more 
time to decide, it’s always best to ask for an extension. 
Most companies understand that students will need 
more time to make such an impactful decision, and are 
willing to extend the offer time at least a week or more. 
If you do not receive an offer from your top choice, keep 
in mind that an internship is to prepare you for a full-
time position. That top spot you’ve been eyeing may not 
be attainable right now, but an internship at a different 
company could help you gain the skills and experience 
needed to land a full-time position in the future. 

9. BEFORE THE START DATE

Congratulations! You have successfully interviewed and 
secured an internship with a fashion retailer! but now is 
not the time to slack off. Now that you finally know what 
you will be doing for the summer, make sure to keep tabs 
on current news about the company, and do some more 
research on what the specific job entails. In addition, 
consider reaching out to former interns on LinkedIn for 
advice and their experiences working for the company.

10. ON THE JOB

Once your start date arrives, make the most out of your 
time there. Schedule weekly/ biweekly meetings with 
your supervisor to touch base about current projects and 
deadlines, and coffee dates with others in various roles 
to learn more about the culture and possible full-time 
positions. Lastly, come in with an open mind. Chances 
are you won’t know what your day to day tasks will be, 
and that’s perfectly fine. Even if the work isn’t what you 
expected, it’s important to focus on the takeaways and 
what you learned about the fashion business along the 
way. And most importantly: Have Fun!

Lexus Marion is a Fourth-Year Marketing Major/ Fashion 
Merchandising Minor graduating May 2018. In summer 
2017, Lexus interned at Nordstrom Corporate in Seattle, 
Washington as a Merchandising and Planning intern. 
She has accepted a full-time position at Nordstrom as a 
Merchant in Training and plans to return to Seattle in June 
2018.
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ACCIDENTAL

ICON
by Kiersten Fryer

Lyn Slater is the woman we should all strive to be 
when we’re in our 60s. She’s free. She’s inspiring. 
But most of all, she’s real. Slater grew up attending 
catholic school and feeling confined to a uniform 
that didn’t allow her to truly express herself. Her 
way around it: collecting hundreds of religious 
medals and rosaries and wearing them all over 
her outfits. What can you say, she’s always been 
more than resourceful.

She ended college with not one, but two degrees. 
A master’s in criminal justice and a Ph.D. in social 
welfare. Focusing in particular on women and 
girls in trauma.  Slater was quoted in an interview 
with W magazine, “Trauma is very much held in 
women’s bodies, and because of that, I always 
understood the importance of clothing, even 
to women who society thinks don’t care about 
clothes.”

She started her blog The Accidental Icon, out of 
necessity and distaste at how mainstream media 
was targeting women in her age bracket. And 
through her hard work, she now has audiences 
that range in age from 35-65 years-old. On her 
Instagram (@iconaccidental) it drops even lower 
to 18. Coming from a research background, 
Slater writes about fashion and beauty in a way 
that dives deeper than other bloggers out there. 
Shining a light on lesser known brands and 
designers, she really connects with their obscurity, 
which gives her so much material to write about. 
Her favorites are Yamamoto and Rei Kawakubo, 

whom she bases most of her looks around.
When she’s not writing her blog or curating 
the amazing photoshoots that look like 
gallery shows themselves, she’s a professor at 
Fordham University. Splitting her time between 
their Graduate School of Social Services and 
Fordham University’s School of Law, where she 
has developed two courses on child abuse and 
neglect.

Slater is continuing her rebellion from youth 
into her 63rd year of life. She helms from the 
era of burning bras and speaking up for what 
you believe in. That means taking a step in 
the refreshing direction of how older women 
are treated in media is a familiar path. But her 
message and purpose are not just for women of 
a certain age but all women. Pulled directly from 
her website, Slater states her work is for “women 
who live what I call, “interesting but ordinary lives” 
in cities. Women (like me) who are not famous 
or celebrities but are smart, creative, fashion 
forward, fit, thoughtful, engaged, related and 
most importantly clear and comfortable with who 
they are.”  

Paving the way for women of all walks of life to 
embrace themselves and the characteristics that 
make them special is for sure the work of an Icon. 
When it comes to Lyn Slater though, in no way 
shape or form, could her purpose be further from 
accidental.  
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accidentalicon.com
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beachcomber
photography by Olivia Fields

makeup by Anatanay Goode & Kenya Nycole

Taking cues from the cool tones in the water and 
the warmth of the sand, we pair a vibrancy with 

temperature you’ve never seen before.  The use of 
blues, greens, pinks, and yellows will have you feeling 

like you’re strolling the beach, too. 
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Kenya Nycole
Kenya Nycole’s Instagram: @ayokenya 

Youtube Channel: Kenya Nycole
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The Answer for 
Perfect Skin

by Vanessa Vassileva

Never welcome but seemingly ever-present, acne is a 
problem. Skincare regimens, while they work when you 
can find the magically perfect combination of expensive 
and farfetched products to use, are tough to establish. 
There are scrubs, masks, facials, gels, and lotions for dry, 
oily, or sensitive skin. Some products have SPF, others are 
all natural, and the rest leave you even worse than you 
were previously. Luckily for all of the readers of Little Red 
Book Magazine, the magic combination is close in reach 
(and much simpler and affordable than you know).

With its patent pending, Silkie Skin is essentially an 
exfoliating mitt. It comes with the simplest directions:

1. Get in the shower/bathtub and wait a couple  
of minutes for your body to warm up.

2. Wash your face with warm water and a bar of soap. 
Rinse off soap.

3. Wet the mitt.
4. Scrub your face gently with the mitt.

The mitt when used correctly buffs the top layer of your 
skin away, removing the dead skin particles that are on 
your face and add to the oiliness of your skin, clogging 
your pores. Once this top layer is exfoliated away, you 
will be able to see the dead skin particles on the mitt and 
on your face. The next morning, your face will show a 
marked difference in tone and clarity.

Advertised as the answer to perfect skin, the mitt can be 
used all over the body. Do not use soap while using the 
mitt or use conditioner in your hair before using the mitt, 
as it will not be able to grip onto your skin. Pay special 
attention to your trouble spots, i.e. elbows, knees, legs, 
and feet. Do not use the mitt more than once a week, as 
the life span of a skin cell is 2-4 weeks and you are taking 
off a layer of dead skin. Another great use for the mitt: to 
take the dead skin off of your body after a sunburn has 
healed and your skin has started to peel. 

Contact vassileva.vanessa@gmail.com  
for more information.
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An Outsider’s Perspective 
on an Editor-in-Chief

by Gabriela Medina

Kiersten Fryer knows her way around a magazine. 
From a young age, she was surrounded by copies 
of Lucky and O Magazine. They captured her 
fascination and imagination and ignited a passion 
in her that only grew as she got older. 

Now as a college senior, not only has she helped 
a fashion magazine flourish on campus, she has 
three years of being the Editor-in-Chief of LRB 
under her belt. I got a chance to talk to the HBIC 
herself and got the lowdown on her personal 
style, tips on how to dress yourself, and opinions 
on current and past trends. 

Today, the editor is wearing some Adidas Joggers, 
a distressed cotton T-shirt from UO in green, and 
a denim jacket. What really defines Kiersten’s 
personal style, however, are the statement pieces. 
“Statement pieces are what makes my wardrobe. 
There’s nothing better than when someone stops 
you on the street and compliments you on the 
statement piece you carefully picked out.” Today 
these statement pieces are simple: a pink UO MTV 
hat, and a pair of Masters socks. 

Kiersten believes that her best pieces are a 
love-at-first sight situation. “I have a few sites 
that I will always search through, but my favorite 



things always come from me casually 
walking through a new boutique and having 
something jump out at me. Like my suede 
burnt orange moto jacket, my favorite jacket, 
that I bought in a boutique in Brooklyn.”

Even when she’s dressed casually for 
class, she always thinks about her outfits. 
Her advice for the burgeoning fashionista 
wanting to follow in her footsteps? “My closet 
door is always open, so I always know what 
clothes are hanging up in there. I wake up, 
I check the weather app, and then go get 
ready. While I’m getting ready, I’m thinking 
about my closet, mentally scanning the 
clothes I have, slowly but surely picking 
out the pieces I want to wear. By the time I 
need to get dressed, I just pull exactly what 
I need instead of cycling through a bunch of 
different outfits.” 

Don’t think you have enough full outfits? She 
has advice for you too. “I actually don’t buy 
clothes that much. The things I really invest 
in are shoes and outerwear like jackets and 
sweaters. Shoes and outerwear will change 
the tone of any outfit you put on, making 
your one or two outfits seem like a bunch of 
different ones.”

And while she believes some staples will 
never go out of style, such as jean jackets, 
black tailored pants, shift dresses, and hoop 
earrings, she does see new things on the 
horizon. “Brimless caps, button-downs that 
are two different materials on each side, and 
gigantic safety pins as accessories are all 

things that I think might be hitting the streets 
here soon. I like things that you don’t come 
across very often but can be accessible, and 
these items are right up my alley.”

We asked her to further elaborate on what 
exactly her alley is. What defines the style 
of Kiersten Fryer? “I am a good mash-up of 
street and prep with a dash of statement 
piece. I like to be put-together, which is 
where the prep comes in. I like things that 
are tailored and fitted. But I also like to be 
interesting and comfortable, which I think is 
more street-style.”

Kiersten thinks everyone’s style should define 
them. “On paper it shouldn’t work, but when 
it’s on you it does. Because it’s you. That’s 
what personal style means to me.”
 
An advocate of uniqueness, of trying new 
things, of putting together things that 
might not work, Kiersten hopes that one 
day everyone will be able to define their 
own personal style and be happy. As an 
editor, she pushes for styles that pop and 
surprise but don’t seem too out of reach for 
the average college student. From a young 
girl who loved looking through fashion 
magazines, 
to a woman wanting to create her own, 
Kiersten has flourished into a fashion-forward 
powerhouse, focusing on defining a personal 
style for herself and everyone she meets. Her 
final advice for her readers is simple: “Make 
yourself feel good in your clothes, first, and 
your confidence will rise with your style.”
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S THE MAGIC PALETTE BY JUVIA’S PLACE

“I’m pretty sure this eyeshadow palette is my 
one, true soulmate. It blends beautifully, and has 
the perfect mix of shimmer and matte as well as 
cool and warm shades. It definitely embodies its 
namesake being oh so magical!”

— Nakyra Milner, Writing

ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER

“My Bed Bath and Beyond essential oil 
diffuser has been my favorite purchase of 
this spring! I find myself more relaxed as 
I enjoy the perfect aroma the oils give off 
once they are diffused.”

— Olivia Fields, Creative Director 
    & Photographer 

MISSHA SUPER AQUA ULTRA  
WATER-FULL CLEAR CREAM

“If you have super oily skin like me, you’ll 
OBSESS over this product too. It’s a 

moisturizer that’s perfect for summer because 
it dries so quickly leaving you matte and soft.  

The Clear Cream is also super light and airy 
since it’s LITERALLY water. Soko Glam has the 

best deal on it, so you heard it here first!”

— Kiersten Fryer, Editor-in-Chief sokoglam.com

VIXX

“Vixx has outdone themselves with this moody 
and soulful album. Full of bops that I can dance 

to, songs to scream along to, and slow jams that 
I can sway to, this album was the perfect cherry 
on top to my semester, and it will surely be the 

soundtrack to my long-awaited summer!”

— Gabriela Medina



YOU ARE A BADASS

“My staff favorite for the S/S 2018 edition is the book You Are A Badass: How To Stop 
Doubting Your Greatness And Start Living An Awesome Life. Although typically not a 

self-help type of reader, this book has completely changed my outlook on life and my 
attitude towards tougher situations. For sure one of the best books I have come across, 

You Are A Badass by Jen Sincero is a book that is applicable to all situations without being 
pretentious or “in-your-face” with its methods and tips. I annotate mine, and I have found 

myself highlighting whole pages from time to time-- this is a must read with an abundance 
of important information to share!”

— Vanessa Vassileva, Assistant Fashion Editor
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TINY SUNGLASSES

“Small framed glasses are one of the biggest trends gaining popularity this year. I love how 
this tiny style comes in a variety of fun shapes and colors, and it’s perfect for making a bold 
statement this summer!”

— Lexus, Fashion Editor

TOO FACED MELTED MATTE LIQUIFIED LIPSTICK

“I’ve recently become obsessed with Too Faced’s Melted Matte Liquified 
Lipstick. Out of all the liquid lipsticks I’ve tried (and I’ve tried plenty), it’s the 
only one that doesn’t leave my lips feeling like sandpaper. I have the shade 
“Lady Balls,” a bright red that rivals Mac’s Ruby Woo and Fenty Beauty’s Stunna 
Lip Paint. Although I love both of those shades, Too Faced’s is the only one 
that makes my heart swoon. If you’re looking for a fun, flirty red to rock this 
summer, I advise you to pick up one of their shades. You won’t regret it!”

— Aliya Seymour, Social Media Director & Copy Editor

people.compopsugar.com refinery29.com

popsugar.com
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